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Tech Stacks
- JavaScript/TypeScript
- React, Next/Native
- Ethers, Web3.js
- Jest, Testing Library
- Solidity, Hardhat
- Storybook
- Node, Express
- Vue, Nuxt

Sutan Gading Fadhillah Nasution
Software Engineer, Frontend Developer, Blockchain/Web3

I'm Software Engineer who specialized in Frontend on Full-time 
work, and also have some ability in Backend. Very passionate about 
modern mobile and web technology while taking into consideration 
the latest trends, techniques and DX. On other hand, I have some 
experience in Blockchain/Web3 development, like developing DApps 
and Blockchain Wallet using TypeScript and Solidity.

I would be a fast learner in doing new things and building good 
teamwork either. 

Software Engineer, Blockchain
TwoPointFive | 2022 - Present
- Develop & maintain a web-based Blockchain Wallet
- Develop & maintain a Web3 SDK and Web3 Provider Engine.
- Develop other DApps like NFT Launcher and Vote System.

Software Engineer, Orami's Core
SIRCLO | 2021 - 2022
- Develop design system & guidelines on the Technical side with UX 
Engineer.
- Develop & Maintain Passport services for Orami Super App 
authentication.
- Doing maintenance, and R&D about improving Technology at 
codebases, such as new concepts, performance, code scalability, etc 
on the Frontend side.
- Creating or doing R&D on some Frontend utilities for supporting 
another Squad to develop app services.
- Helping to solve task/problem that is not end-to-end feature from 
Product or another Squad if needed.

Associate Frontend Engineer
ORAMI | 2019 - 2021
- Develop online store web app specified in kids' clothing and 
accessories
- Develop & Maintain Social Commerce project in order to group buy 
campaign
- Develop & Maintain the Express Mart project to help parents find 
shops around them
- Improve Seller Dashboard in order to help Seller to sell their 
products

Internship Programmer
PT. TEL Pulp & Paper | Jul 2018 - Aug 2018
During internship, My internship team and me created a system and 
web application called the e-log tracking system. This application is 
useful for employees of PT. TEL to track log shipments from vendors 
to PT. TEL

Experience


